Keynotes and Workshops
Turn technical conferences and leadership retreats into
engaging, entertaining and memorable programs that
make your points stick and change the way people
think, act and feel long after the event is over.

Featured Topics
✓ The Nature of Leadership 
because Great Leaders
Don’t Grow on Trees™-- Unveils the leadership
principles that science nerds and outdoor geeks like
Tom need to know and use in order to move up
from individual expert to expert leader at every level.
✓ The Nature of Teamwork 
because Great Teams
Don’t Grow on Trees™
-- Reveals the team tools and
team building principles they didn’t teach us in
accounting, statistics, conservation,
macroeconomics or organic chemistry.
✓ The Nature of Motivation
because Great Results
Don’t Grow on Trees™
-- Conveys the motivation
principles that tap into every person’s natural inner
drive to go above and beyond what is expected and
to achieve exceptional results 
because they want to!
✓ The Nature of Generations
because Great
Workforces 
Don’t Grow on Trees™
-- Exposes the
natural differences, deep divides, latent
opportunities and practical leadership principles for
mobilizing your multi-generational workforce.
✓ It Takes You to Tango™
-- Revitalizes the key points
of teamwork in a spectacular way, with a
one-of-a-kind keynote experience that blends
entertainment and education, putting a new spin on
teamwork by getting at the heart of teamwork
through the art of dance. Go to
www.ItTakesYouToTango.com
for even more
information on this edutainment package.

Tom Davidson works
with natural resource
executives and others
who want to accelerate
their leaders, get their
teams on track, and get
new results from their
leadership pipelines.

“Tom’s easy-going
approach and excellent
storytelling provided
insightful techniques
that will help improve
my communication
skills.”
— Joann Cox, Past President,
Society of American Foresters

804-339-4653
www.LeadershipNature.com

You Get
✓ An initial consultation to fully understand your
meeting’s objectives, determine fit, and partner
on added value and logistics.
✓ Interviews with key leaders and audience
members to help customize the content for your
event and your outcomes.
✓ Pre-conference support and tools to promote the
program and develop interest, buzz and
excitement in advance of the event.
✓ A high-content, high relevance, and highly
memorable audience experience with interactive
delivery and practical take-aways that can be
used the very next day.
✓ Tom’s signature outdoor examples, props,
analogies and metaphors that make his
messages stick.
✓ Follow up support and resources to help ensure
that the key principles involved will be put to
work across the organization.

So That
✓ Your audience takes away new mindsets,
skillsets, and toolsets that they will use back on
the job to get the results you need.
✓ Your audience and organizational leaders say
that their time was well spent, and they are
anxious to apply what they learned.

“Tom’s combination of
humor and hard-hitting
facts not only addressed
the situations we see but
gave us a great deal of
insight in how to be
more effective in
dealing with them.”
— James A. Rothrock,
Commissioner VA Department of
Aging & Rehabilitative Services

“Tom was a great
partner in every way,
offering suggestions for
topics and leaving his
various audiences with
practical take-aways and
insights that they would
not soon forget.”
— Caroline Kuebler, American
Forest Foundation

✓ Your participants are more engaged and
motivated to do their jobs and work with others
better than ever before.
✓ You look like a star for bringing in a speaker
who knows leadership from the ground up and
the challenges your people are facing on the
ground every day.
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